GHC Newsletter Spring 2018
It’s appreciated that there’s been quite a delay getting this out after our previous Winter 2016/2017
edition, apologies for this. However, the primary reason is down to our old friend “The Weather” as
we wanted to be able to tell you the second hangar is effectively completed! Well not quite, but as I
finish this article the final major stage of concreting the floor is now underway.
THE SECOND HANGAR
Construction of the second hangar where the structure started to go up in August made marvellous
progress over the autumn and early winter months. A lot of relatively minor tasks on the “Has to be
done” list but the remaining “biggee” has been the concreting of the hangar floor, all 900 square
metres of it. Laying concrete needs reasonable temperatures else you risk disaster if it sets in
temperatures near or below zero. The weather at Lasham during January - March was cold and
culminated in an absolutely vicious spell at the start of March – this got called “The Beast from the
East” in the press! – and was repeated 2 weeks later.
The amount of voluntary work put in by GHC members and our many friends at Lasham has been
truly colossal! I’ve lost count of the number of weekend work parties led by Gary Pullen and Richard
Moyse, often in not particularly pleasant conditions. Were that work to have been done
professionally then the estimate is at least £50k, and more than likely quite a bit more than that.
This has kept overall costs at a level that we’re able to afford, and indeed the second hangar is fully
funded and we still have very reasonable cash reserves.

(After site levelling (substantial!) construction gets underway. Photo by Ken Summers)

(Computer generated image of the two hangars – Paul Haliday)

(Many hands make light(ish) work! Photo Paul Haliday)

All of the major constructional work including the doors was completed by mid-January, and that left
the concrete floor as the one remaining key task. The concrete floor has to be laid in sections, it
looks like 10, and its’s effectively one section every week. “Lady Weather” as said started scowling
on us so we were left on hold, still there were lots of minor jobs to knock on the head.

(The first bay was laid on Thursday 12th April. 20+ enthusiastic helpers)
“Err, only another 9 bays to go guys!” I suspect we won’t be finishing the odyssey until into June at
the rate of one bay a week. Thoughts are now turning to an official opening ceremony, no date to
advise at the moment.

NEW GLIDERS ADDED TO THE GHC COLLECTION

ABBOTT BAYNES SCUD 2

This arrived at Lasham on the 6th October 2017 from Old Warden – BGA 231, G-ALOT. It has been
purchased from the Shuttleworth collection thanks to a number of kind donations. In fact it was not
made by Abbott Baynes, the construction was started at Dunstable by Eric Collins in 1932/1933 using
factory supplied plans. He hadn’t quite completed it when he was killed doing inadvisable aerobatics
in a Slingsby manufactured (T5) Grunau Baby on 30th July 1935 whilst flying for Alan Cobham’s Flying
Circus at Upwood, Huntingdonshire. It was completed by Slingsbys in 1935, the CofA date is
stamped by Slingsbys as 22nd August 1935, and it even has a Slingsby construction number, 215b.
Whilst at Old Warden the Scud 2 did occasionally fly. However, it has a reputation as being “difficult”
which is confirmed by one of our senior members, Richard Moyse, who has flown it, Accordingly
we’ve decided it will be “display only”, and it will mean we have all 3 Scuds lined up together – the
replica Scud 1, the Scud 2, and the Scud 3.

1910 CLARKE BI-PLANE GLIDER

We have this genuinely 1910 glider on loan courtesy of the Royal Aero Club Trust. Packed in
containers (including a mannequin!) it was trailed back to Lasham from the RAF Museum Hendon on
the 18th January by Gary Pullen and Colin Simpson. It will be a roof exhibit in the CW hangar and we
expect it will bring in a good number of “enthusiast” visitors. I doubt it’s ever flown. It was donated
to the Royal Aero Club in 1911 and from 1913 has always been on display in museums else stored.

SPALINGER S21h
This is a gull winged Swiss 2 seater, HB357, completed in 1944 (maybe 1943). It was brought over
from Switzerland in damaged form in March 1980 by David Braham. It had been deregistered in
1969 and quite possibly hadn’t flown for several years before that – no documentation has been
found. Obtained from David Braham’s estate and trailed back from his workshop near Henlow on
21st December 2017 by a team led by Gary Pullen and Richard Moyse.
We rigged it on the 7th January and as you can see below it’s in need of some “Tender Loving Care”!
The struts in the photo aren’t the originals, but these have subsequently turned up thanks to David
Underwood and his son Paul.
Bearing in mind it came to the UK in 1980 in a damaged condition it’s actually survived extremely
well. Quite possible as a long term project we will look to restore the glider to being airworthy,
though that likely won’t start until the GHC has built a workshop. For now it will be displayed in the
hangar roof. An article about this Spalinger 21h, how the GHC acquired it, its history as far as we
know it, and the history of the type, should be appearing in the Spring edition of VGC News.

(Rigged in the GHC 2nd hangar. Photo by Paul Haliday)

(Colin Simpson front cockpit, Ray Whittaker rear. Photo by John Carpenter)

“OLIVE”
This is a 5/8ths scale replica of the Jose Weiss built glider in which Eric Gordon England made the
first soaring flight in Great Britain at Amberley Mount on the South Downs on 27th June 1909. Olive
was the name of one of Jose Weiss’s daughters. It was built by Andrew Jarvis to commemorate the
centenary of this event in 2009, and kindly donated to the GHC by Andrew.

JSH SCORPION

(Photo Paul Haliday)
This glider was donated to us by the South Yorkshire Aircraft Museum who no longer had any use for
it. Gary Pullen towed it back from Doncaster to Lasham on the 12th January. Built by John Halford in

1976/77, hence the “JSH”, it was meant to be an improved version of the earlier KH 1 built by Ken
Holmes in 1972. It’s for display only in the second hangar roof, we don’t have any intention of
getting it back to be being airworthy

LAISTER KAUFMANN TG4
This is an American 2 seater glider with a lot of provenance behind it. It arrived at Lasham on Friday
the 13th April after a very long journey in a container that began in Brighton, Ontario. Shipped across
the Atlantic to Southampton from where the container was transported to Lasham.

(Picture taken by Douglas Ogle in September 2013)
150 TG4s were built for the USAAF in WW2. It was their initial training glider to prepare pilots to fly
their main military glider the troop/cargo carrying WACO CG-4. Effectively it performed the same
role as the Slingsby Kite at RAF Thame in 1941/42. Like the Kite it didn’t perform that role for very
long for the same reason, namely its performance was far too good and gave nothing like the
experience of flying a CG-4.
It has been very kindly donated to the GHC by Douglas Ogle and was completed in 1943, possibly
1942. It was never used as a trainer by the USAAF instead being crated and stored as so many of the
TG4s. It was sold into civilian hands (for USD 427) on the 6th April 1945. It changed hands a few times
before Douglas became the sole owner in December 1978, and by that time it had been converted
from a dual trainer to a single seater. Last flight 28th August 1983. Douglas then set about a very long
restoration to restore it to its original form as a 2 seater with the correct USAAF colour scheme and
markings, this project hasn’t as yet been completed. Our intention is to eventually get it flying again,
though for this to happen we have to liaise with and get the agreement of the BGA technical
committee, as this is a glider type that has never flown in the UK before. First we have to give it a
very thorough inspection.
On its arrival at Lasham on the 13th at about 15:00 we had two hours to remove it from the
container, longer than that then we incurred additional costs. Not a problem, as a lot of people
turned up to help!

(TG4 being unloaded at Lasham. Photo by John Carpenter)

FLYING
The GHC currently owns 26 gliders of which 14 are potentially flyable. By “potentially” I mean
they’ve had a CofA in recent times and flown in the relatively recent past. We don’t keep all of our
fleet that could be airworthy in CofA and/or insured for flying risks. It’s a question of costs. Little
point in spending £200 - £300 on having a glider airworthy when it’s unlikely it will fly. So our policy
is to keep 6 or 7 of our most popular gliders in CofA and fully insured. For 2018 it looks like the
flyable gliders will be Olympia 2b, Olympia 463, Foka 4, Prefect, MG19a, YS53 Sovereign, and
probably one other. We had the Scott Viking 1 flying in 2017 and if necessary we can have it flying
again in 2018. However, that’s only likely to be for a special occasion(s), given it’s difficult to ground
handle + you have to be well qualified to be allowed to fly it.
The GHC owned gliders did less flying in 2017 than we would have liked, and certainly less than in
2016. The main reason for this was not the weather but the “clutter” in the Chris Wills hangar that
posed a substantial problem to getting a glider out unless it was near the front. Cutting the numbers
on the floor once the 2nd hangar is operational should substantially improve things.
One bright spot was the task week held between 27th August (Sun) and 2nd (Sat) September
organised by Pete Bunnage. Tasks were flown on all of the days apart from the Thurs, though for the
first 4 days conditions were weak to very weak. Things perked up on Fri and Sat with two excellent
days. The Saturday finished with prize giving and a great 3 course meal in the Lasham VGC
clubhouse. Dan Chidley won Class A flying his Zugvogel 4 and Derek Copeland Class B in “Bertie the
Bocian”.

EVENTS
Besides hosting hangar visits for visitors, which can be substantial groups eg car clubs, the GHC also
supports a number of external events. During 2017 there were 5 of them organised and led by Hilton

Thatcher. Hannington Fair, 25/6; Blackbushe Festival of Flight 75th Anniversary, 1 and 2/7; Medstead
Fete, 8/7; Alton Classic Car Show, 23/9; Brooklands, 15/10.
All of these turned out to be excellent events, from the small local one at Medstead to the very large
2 day one at Blackbushe. Particularly notable at Brooklands where the organisers arranged the Prnce
Bira once owned Slingsby Gull 3 with two of his racing cars.

(Brooklands, Gull 3 + 1 pre war and one post war Prince Bira racing car – photo Colin Simpson)

More recently the GHC ran a stand at the very well attended BGA conference held at the Belfry
hotel, Nottingham, on Saturday 17th February. All of the GHC committee attended – apart from the
writer! Our stand was very well received thanks especially to showing a series of old gliding videos
put together by Paul Haliday. Also our chairman, Tony Newbery, gave a 15 minute address to the
conference audience.

ARCHIVES
David Williams continues to do a great job of organising and cataloguing our ever growing archive
collection which is held in “Rorke’s Drift” Lasham. David is also the VGC archivist, their collection
being held at Bicester.

WEBSITE
Thanks to great work by our web master, Paul Haliday, we now have a number of gliding videos that
can be accessed via the new VIDEOS tab on the HOME page. We expect to see the number available
to steadily increase.

WHAT’S IN THE OFFING + FUTURE PLANS
We’ll shortly be re-organising all of the gliders between the Chris Wills hangar and the new second
one, this process has already started with respect to those suspended in the roof. The numbers on
the floor of the CW hangar will be significantly reduced. Two key aims here: a.) to make it much
easier to get gliders on the floor in and out b.) to improve the visibility of floor based exhibits for
visitors taking a hangar tour.
The top Chris Wills hangar will focus on our “best” gliders including the privately owned ones that
are housed there. What is “best” will be based on perceived visual appeal + what
history/provenance the glider has. Not an easy task for the GHC CoM to come to a decision on,
there’s been several “healthy” debates on the topic! The driving force behind this has been the
acceptance that unless you’re dealing with “enthusiasts” your average visitor will be happy with just
a tour of the CW hangar which usually takes about 45 minutes. Whilst a tour of the second hangar
will be offered it’s expected that the majority of visitors will turn this down, maybe some will like a
very quick peek.
With the second hangar operational there will still be a number of outstanding tasks to complete, as
example sorting out the electrics + lighting, re-landscaping what has turned into a mud patch over
the winter. This has to be our key focus looking ahead to the summer and autumn.
Looking ahead, whilst not yet agreed by the GHC CoM, it looks like our next major project will be the
construction of a well sized and well equipped workshop. We’ve already done quite a lot of
investigative work into this as a consequence of our failed bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund. The
second hangar has cost the GHC approximately £130k to construct. Ballpark figure at the moment,
but we estimate somewhere around £50k for an equipped workshop.

Glyn Bradney (GHC Secretary)
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